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Excerpt #1: Charlier - *Etude No. 4 from 36 Etudes transcendantes*

EXCERPT ON NEXT PAGE
Andante con moto (M.M. 66 z.)

fieramente

Leggiero

Poco più mosso

pocho a pocho string. e cresc. - f

Stesso Tempo

dolce
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Excerpt #2: Shostakovich - Piano Concerto No. 1, mvt. 2, rehearsal 34-36
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Excerpt #3: Shostakovich - *Piano Concerto No. 1*, mvt. 4, Allegro poco moderato - rehearsal 65
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Excerpt #4: Copland - *An Outdoor Overture*

An Outdoor Overture (Copland)

Trumpet in B-flat
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